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Aviator

SYFC’s mission is to promote
interest in aviation among
Singapore’s youth and to
inculcate in them a strong
passion for flying. To this end,
we are pleased to enter into
a partnership with Temasek
Polytechnic (TP) to provide opportunity to their
students from aviation-related diploma courses
to experience the thrill of flying. The 4-month
flying programme will enable the students from
TP to learn basic flying skills, experience the
excitement of flying solo and achieve a Private
Pilot Licence.
In SYFC, students are not only taught on flying
skills, they are also provided with learning
opportunities to strengthen their knowledge
and interest in aviation. Annually, the Club
organises learning trips to airshows and visits
to RSAF’s flying squadrons and simulator centre.
Students also get to experience the thrill of
flying in military aircraft such as F-16s, PC-21,
C1-30, F-50 and Chinook Helicopter. Such trips
are deemed invaluable to students in their
quest to know more about aviation.
I look forward to seeing more students coming
to SYFC and participate in our CCA and flying
programmes. It would be an exciting and
memorable experience that students will
treasure and remember for a long time.
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F16 FAMILIARISATION
FLIGHT

B

eing able to experience a flight in the F16D
was an honour and a privilege. It was an hour
that I will certainly remember for the rest of
my life.

Before getting the chance to experience the raw
power of the aircraft, we had to do Flight suit, G-suit
and Helmet fittings. It took a whole day but while
we were doing our fittings we had a good chat with
Duke, an F16 pilot and we gained valuable insights
on the roles, missions and awesome capabilities of
the F16D.
On the day of the flight, we were lucky enough to
take off from TAB during Exercise Hot-Shot. TAB was
extremely busy with many fighter squadrons pitting
their skills against each other to vie for bragging
rights. This gave me a glimpse of some of the
exercises a pilot goes through. Finally, after suiting
up I was assigned to fly with Jerky, an experienced
fighter pilot for a 2-ship training exercise.

After start up and taxi, we roared down the runway
with after-burner, ”what an acceleration!” We climbed
and headed to the training area. After leveling
off we flew close formation and it was very close!
I was in awe of how the pilots managed to keep the
aircraft under such control and maneuver it with
great finesse.
Breathing through the mask was also different
especially when the pilot executed some high
G turns. After some Aerobatics and practice intercepts
with the other aircraft, we headed back but not
without flying over Singapore first.
It was a day never to be forgotten. A big thank you
to the Singapore Youth Flying Club, RSAF, the ground
crew and the pilots that made the flight possible.

Contributed by Jordan Martin Millar
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T

he weekend at the Singapore Air Show 2012
was filled with high numbers of public visitors
and that means business for the Singapore
Youth Flying Club. As usual, we had to manage
endless queries from the public who were very
enthusiastic and wanted to know more about the
free flying training programme. Our flying alumni
were also there to help out in their smart flight
suits, distributing brochures to the visitors. It was
a weekend of non-stop talking and standing. It was
tiring at the end of the show but worth the effort!

Singapore
Air Show

2012
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SYFC & TP
C o l l ab o r ati o n

T

he Singapore Youth Flying Club and Temasek
Polytechnic signed a Memorandum of
Understanding to enable students from
Aviation Management & Services and other
aviation-related diploma courses to experience the
thrill of flying.

The first batch of students shall commence their
flying programme in May 12 and can look forward
to earning the Private Pilot’s Licence after a 4-month
flying course.
I feel honoured and lucky to be in the PPL course as
I am unable to get into the aviation course in my school.
The PPL course has been interesting and challenging so far.
Dennis Toh, TP-12
The course has been enriching and interesting so far.
I feel lucky and privileged to be able to learn to fly.
This is definitely a great start to a beautiful and exciting
experience. John Paul Goh , TP-12
Being able to be the pioneer batch of students from TP
in the joint collaboration with SYFC to obtain a Private
Pilot’s Licence as part of my internship had been an
eventful experience for me. It has also brought me
a step closer to my dreams. Ng Wei Liang, TP-12.
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A Visit to 130 Squadron
at RAAF Pearce
O

ur visit to the RSAF 130 Squadron
gave us an inside track on the
operations of the squadron.
The experience and interactions
with the pilot trainees gave us
a better understanding of what it
takes to be a pilot trainee with the
RSAF. The joyride on the PC-21 was
fantastic and I sincerely thank all the
officers and instructors who made
this trip fulfilling for us.  
Jerry Lua

days of
valuable
experiences-that summed up
the Pearce trip.
The opportunity
to fly the RSAF
trainer aircraft,
Pilatus PC-21
gave me a whole new experience of
what flying is all about.
The PC-21 is capable of inverted
flying and handles more G-force.
So the RSAF pilot took me on many
inverted manoeuvers such as ‘loop’,
‘4 point’ and ‘barrel roll’ among others.
It was definitely more thrilling than
any roller coaster ride at Universal
Studios Singapore! The adrenaline
rush was fantastic! And looking at the
earth upside down was just beautiful!
I mean, how many out there get to do
such flying?

I

t was an eye-opening experience
witnessing the hustle and
bustle of 130 Squadron. We
were familiarised with the daily
operations of the squadron and
the daily life of a pilot trainee
through close interactions with
them. The highlight was the joyride
on the PC-21, which was simply
breathtaking. This trip was very
fulfilling and I am very thankful for
this opportunity. Danielle Wu

M

y friends
and
I visited 130
Squadron
during our visit
to Pearce in
February 2012.
The visit gave us a chance to experience
the life of a pilot trainee and understand their daily operations
better. I had an enjoyable time there and am looking forward to
join the RSAF soon. Cheng DP

O

7

ur visit to 130 Squadron was enriching and memorable.
The interaction with the pilots and being acquainted
with how the base operates on a day-to-day basis were
eye-opening for me. The joyride on the PC-21 was awesome!
Going inverted and pulling so much G’s. The experience was
just great! Marcus Sng SW

We also spent time with the RSAF
pilot trainees, some of whom are SYFC
alumni. Through them, I had a better
picture of the life that I can expect in
Pearce. The advice given by the trainees
were valuable too! Overall, this trip has
further exposed me to aviation and
I want to thank RSAF, SYFC and
Mr Raman for
this chance.
Derry Leo
Hung MW
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me
W e l c oTrain
ee s!
Ne w Pilot

188BFC

189BFC

190BFC
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STUDENTS’ VIEWs
PPL

T

he journey to obtain
my PPL may have
been long and
arduous.
The friends I’ve made and
the lessons I have learnt
were invaluable. Looking
back, I wouldn’t have it
another way.

Lin Dachuan Brendon,
176BFC

M

y time in SYFC has
certainly been one of
the best of my life. It has
allowed me to do something
about my childhood
dream, and only further
strengthened my resolve
that flying is something
I wish to do for life.
Tang YY, 179BFC

The PPL experience has been one of many ups and
downs. The training was tough but I realised that the
returns were far more significant than the hard work
I put in. The friends I have made over one year were my
best and the bond we share will probably last forever.
Lim Ryan, 178BFC

My First Solo Flight

20

October 2011 was a day I will
never forget. It was an experience
like no other. From the moment I was at
Bay Bravo 10 till the moment I landed
my heart kept beating fast, filled with
excitement and joy. My first solo flight
was a gift from all the hard work and
sacrifices I have made during my time in
the Basic Flying Course.

Lester Wong Bao Sing, 185BFC

T

he feeling of being alone in the aircraft was awkward at first, but I got used to it
soon after. Before I knew it, I was already up in the air by myself. That was one of the
greatest moments of my life. The solo flight ended with a smooth landing, followed by
taxiing back and shutting down of the engine. I want to thank my instructors for their
help in teaching me the essence of flying.
Kenneth Chen SY, 178BFC
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SYFC Langkawi Land

Expedition 2011

A

group of 22 SYFC CCA students and 3 trainers
went for a 3-day land trekking exercise in
Langkawi, Kedah from 8 to 10 December
2011. In addition to displaying resilience, navigation
planning and teamwork in moving through
meandering tracks on the island, the students also
had an opportunity to observe the Langkawi Airshow
aerial displays from the various camp sites.
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Jayakrishen from St Andrew’s
Secondary School commented,
“The trip was very enlightening as
I have improved my aviation
knowledge not only in aircraft but
also in the airfield environment.
I loved the fresh air, the sound of
aircraft landing and taking off,
and waking up to the sound of
water buffaloes in the mornings!
I will go back and pass my
experience to my juniors. I am
looking forward to signing up for
the SYFC flying course.”
Chew Bao Sheng from Evergreen Secondary
School added, “Observing various aircraft
flying low was a memorable experience.
We also had an excellent opportunity to
improve our leadership and organisational
skills and bonding with students from the
other schools.”
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SYFC Participation in

Singapore
Flying
Machine
Competition
2012

A

total of 200 students
from 11 school YFCs and
Open Unit participated in
the Singapore Amazing Flying
Machine Competition 2012,
organised jointly by DSO  and
Singapore Science Centre.
SYFC students participated
mainly in designing and building
either a small unpowered glider
of limited wingspan to be
propelled from a launcher to
achieve the longest range, or
a small remote-controlled air
platform capable of completing
a series of exciting tasks.
Hillgrove, NUS (High), School of
Science & Technology, Hwa Chong Institution and
Northbrooks Secondary Schools did very well and
won several prizes in the competitions.
On 17 March 2012, a closing ceremony was held
with Minister of State for Defence and Education
Mr Lawrence Wong gracing the occasion as
the guest of honour. The students were very
encouraged and inspired by their performances,
and are looking forward to participate in next
year’s competitions.
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SYFC Young Artists

Contest 2012

I

n March 2012, SYFC organised the 2nd SYFC
Young Artists Contest. Designed to hone the
creative skills of youngsters between ages 6 to
17, the contest’s theme for 2012 was “Silent Flight”.
This year saw a total of 50 poster design entries, all
showing a myriad of interpretations to the theme,
depicting all forms of sporting and recreational
aviation flights.
Teoh Yong Han from Woodgrove Primary School,
Lai Kit Mun from Mee Toh School and Yin Shu Yu
from Bedok Green Secondary School emerged
winners in the various age categories.

Visit to Changi Air Base

O

n 15 March 2012, a group of 70 PPL and CCA students
visited   Changi Air Base to learn more about its operations
and role in RSAF. After the brief, students went on
a familiarisation flight onboard the Fokker 50 aircraft.
Participant Koh Kian Wei from Woodgrove Secondary School enjoyed
the flight over Singapore Island and commented,”Many houses and
HDB flats looked like matchboxes.” Bryan Chang Chun Kit from Hai
Sing Catholic School, on the other hand, was particularly impressed
with the detailed briefings before and during the 30-minute
familiarisation flight.
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DSTA Flight Training Programme

T

he 11th batch of 3 DSTA engineers
successfully completed their flight
training programme with Singapore Youth
Flying Club. COL (Ret) Willie Chow presented
them with their Certificates of Completion
during a simple ceremony conducted at SYFC.

Basic Flying
Certificate
Presentation
Ceremony cum
RSAF Career Talk

O

n 24 March 2012, pilot trainees from three
BFC courses–183BFC, 184BFC and 185BFC–
received their Certificates of Achievements
from COL (VOL) Andy Tan, General Manager, SYFC.
Officers from RSAF were invited to give presentations
on career prospects with the Air Force on this
same occasion.
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T

he Breitling Jet Team
has completed the East
Mediterranean Tour 2011
and returned safely to France
after a tour of five countries.
The tour involved seven aircraft
flying more than 225 sorties in
18 days.

The Breitling Jet Team 
Completes

the East
MediterraneaN

Tour 2011

This unique tour allowed the
largest professional civilian
aerobatics team performing on jets to display to new
audiences in the East Mediterranean and the Middle
East demonstrating, through their impressive and
emotive performance, Breitling’s passion for aviation.
At every segment of the tour, rooftops and balconies
were always crowded with people eager to see the
show. The team met some of their aviation colleagues
along the way including the Hellenic Air Force, the
Turkish Stars and even sharing the skies at the final
event with the Royal Jordanian Falcons.
There were many highlights with first-time flights over
the Acropolis in Greece, the Golden Horn in Turkey,
the beautiful Cedar forests in Lebanon, Tel Aviv beach
in Israel and a chance to fly more than a thousand feet
below sea level over the Dead Sea in Jordan.
The team is now gearing up to fulfil their commitments
for the upcoming 2012 season.

SPOT the PLANES CONTEST
Prizes: 10 book vouchers worth $20 each.

A

B

Please name the aircraft:
a.

b.

c.

d.

D

Please submit a photocopy of this completed form to the CCA Manager, SYFC,
515 West Camp Road, Singapore 797695 by 15 July 2012. Each person is only
entitled to one entry and only members of SYFC may participate. The decision
on winning entries is final. Results will be published in the next newsletter.

SPOT the Planes Contest Winners - December 2011

Name & NRIC No:
School:
Class:

C

Age:

Address:			
Tel:

1. Coral Lim Chuyu
Dunman High School
2 Tan Hai Xuan Renzo
Westwood Secondary School
3 Nigel Tay		
Westwood Secondary School
4 Vyas Yash		
Westwood Secondary School
5. Goh Yong Jui		
Compassvale Secondary School

6. Poh Xiang Bin		
Woodgrove Secondary School
7. Axel Yong		
Woodgrove Secondary School
8. Nicholas Foo		
Maris Stella High School
9. Keith Wong		
Maris Stella High School
10. Lee Cheng Chong
Maris Stella High School

Upcoming Events
The SYFC Inter-Schools Aeromodelling Competition 2012 will be held from 1 to 6 September 2012.
Visit www.syfc.sg for more details.

